Cloud
Transformation
Assessments
Informed Decisions Lead to Improved Outcomes
You already know how transformative cloud technologies

Getting the right ones depends on your business needs—

can be for your organization. With the right expertise,

and the expertise of your cloud services partner.

implementing cloud technologies can improve availability,
and applications.

Inspire Innovation through Cloud
Transformation Assessments

But what’s the best cloud configuration for your business?

The first step toward any successful transformation is

What’s the fastest way to move your IT workloads into the

knowing where you are today. OnX Cloud Transformation

cloud? How do you build cloud cost models? How do you

Assessments are designed to help you create a cloud

get executive buy-in? Every question about the cloud has

roadmap that leads to tangible and measurable outcomes

dozens of answers.

based on your strategic business initiatives.

performance and scalability of your critical infrastructure

Cloud Transformation Assessment

What You Can Expect
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Cloud Accelerator
Assessment

> Simple cloud start program
> Helps you understand your workload performance
in Public, Private or Hybrid cloud environments
> Provide cloud business case quickly
> Get a better understanding of skillsets and gaps
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Cloud Business
Case Assessment

>
>
>
>
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Data Protection & Disaster
Recovery Assessment

> Delivers a comprehensive DR strategy
> Can be delivered in a fully managed or self-managed
outcome-based service
> Built to your RPO and RTO specifications

Customized engagement
Helps you build longer term, 1-3 year cloud strategy
Maps out your current environment and utilization
Provides a tailored business case

OnX Cloud Services—Our Experts are Here to Help
OnX has an end-to-end portfolio of cloud services and can help you at any point in your cloud journey.
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Strategy & Assessment

Migration

Operations

Management

Report providing cloud
readiness, cost model and
documented workload
analysis & mapping

Transition of workload,
applications and
infrastructure to support
business processing

Optimizing IT operations
into a service provider

Management of
workloads and
applications to support
IT agility and efficiency

High Touch Service
Cloud
Assessment

Access

Migrate

Operationalize

Manage

Operations
Management

Why OnX Cloud Transformation Assessments
Experience: OnX has a long history of successful

White Glove Migration: If you are migrating any of your

data center and cloud experience, which reduces the

current infrastructure and applications, OnX can create a

burden of risk that comes with a “go-it-alone” strategy,

customized migration plan to ensure a successful cloud

especially when cloud may not be a core competency

deployment.

for your team.
Tool Sets: We maintain a deep understanding of the

Management: Once your cloud migration and set up are
complete, OnX can assist in end-to-end infrastructure-to-

tool sets required to map out your current environment,

application layer management of your cloud. With OnX

and then assess which workloads and applications will

providing the ongoing day-to-day management, you can

perform best in a variety of cloud deployments (Public,

get out of the data center business altogether and keep

Private or Hybrid model).

your IT team focused on the initiatives that will strengthen
your business.

To get started:
Visit onx.com, contact your OnX Account Executive
or call 1.866.906.4669

Inspiring innovation through technology.

